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© Robert Hanson

- Medium fast action
- Unsanded & unpainted blank for the best action
- Graphene is the strongest tested material in the world
- Novel reel seat design
- Up-locking precision machined aluminium
 reel seat on #5-#7
- AAAA Portuguese cork with rubber cork reinforcements
- Patented single leg REC nickel titanium alloy guides
- Titanium stripping guides from American Tackle Co.
- Supplied in a custom aluminium tube with engraved metal end caps together with a cloth bag

XO GRAPHENE
The next level of XO fly rods. We wanted to bring out the new generation 
of XO rods only if we could make significant improvements on the 
materials. Graphene made this possible. 3 years of testing prototypes 
and actions lead to the launch of XO Graphene fly rods. With this new 
material available and with it being the strongest tested material in 
the world it required a lot of testing and tuning of action. When one 
of these rods is cast for the first time the difference is noticeble right 
away. Graphene makes it possible to make stronger rods with less 
material which results actionwise in unbelievable strength combined 
with smooth action.
 The long #3 weight rods are made especially for Euro nymphing. 
They feature a down-locking reel seat for better balance, tight spacing 
of small single leg guides to prevent line sagging for perfect drag free 
drifts and our tangle free tip with the top guide being double leg snake 
guide. These 2 models are designed together with some of the best 
competition anglers in the world.
 The 9’ #5 has a slightly softer action compared with the other XO 
Graphene rods. The action can still be described as medium fast but in 
the softer spectrum.

We give a rating for the carbon 
that is used in each of our graphite 
rods. The higher the number the 
higher the modulus of the carbon 
that is used for the rod. The rating 
is closely related to the tonnage 
of the carbon in each of the rods. 
However this is not the whole 
truth as we use different carbon 
mixtures to achieve the wanted 
rod action and also the resins 
differ from model to model. But 
this rating is an indication of the 
main carbon used in the blank. Our 
premium rods use graphene in the 
resin and rods are identified by the 
Graphene logo.

RIVERMANIAC NEW
Rivermanic rod series consists of 9 foot 
rods which are designed as a true all-
round fly rods for river fishing. Anglers 
can choose between two actions whether 
they prefer a medium action which is 
perfect for roll- and speycasting and soft 
presentation or a fast action which is 
perfect for long casts and pushing tight 
loops in to a head wind.

- Medium and Fast action rods
- 4-piece rods
- Half wells in #5 weight and lighter
- Small half wells with a fighting butt in 9’ #6

NEW KID ON MANIAC BLOCK!
SOME LIKE IT SOFT.
SOME LIKE IT FAST.

CODE LENGTH LINE PCS WEIGHT
VXOG4883 8´8’’ #3 4 TBA
VXOG4905 9´ #5  4 75g
VXOG4935 9´3'' #5  4 82g
VXOG4936 9´3'' #6  4 85g
VXOG4974 9’7” #4 4 TBA
VXOG4975 9’7” #5  4 84g
VXOG4977 9’7” #7  4 108g
VXOG4103 10´3'' #3  4 83g
VXOG41083 10´8’’ #3 4 TBA
VXOG4113 11´4'' #3  4 88g
NEW

CODE MODEL LENGTH LINE PCS 
VRM4903M Medium   9´  #3 4
VRM4904M Medium  9´   #4 4
VRM4905M Medium   9´  #5 4
VRM4906M Medium   9´  #6 4

VRF4903F Fast   9´  #3 4
VRF4904F Fast   9´   #4 4
VRM4905F Fast   9´  #5 4
VRM4906F Fast   9´  #6 4
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NYMPHMANIAC
Nymphmaniac rods have been designed together with some of the 
best competition anglers in Europe including Jarkko Suominen, Cato 
Monsen, Jan Kubala and David Ferreras. They are designed especially 
for modern nymph fishing techniques. Nymphmaniac meets the 
requirements of the most demanding anglers in a reasonable price 
range. Everything on these rods is built with the intended purpose in 
mind. These have been designed to be as light and as easy to handle 
as possible. The blank dampens immediately after the stop when 
casting which is extremely important to sustain proper contact and 
a feel for light nymphs. New and modern nymph rods have enough 
power in the tip so hooking a fish is effortless but at the same 
time they bend enough when a fish is making sudden movements 
when fighting. Also fighting a bigger fish is not a problem with the 
powerful butt section of the rod.
 The perfect nymph fishing setup is completed with the Vision 
Ultra Light Nymph-line.- Medium fast action

- Four piece rods
- Developed together with our Nymphmaniacs
- Extremely light and sensitive rods
- Four piece rods
- Small and light single leg guides
- Last guide before tip top is a small snake guide to prevent line tangling
   around the guide
- Length measurers on the handle and blank: 20cm, 30cm, 40cm and 50cm
- 11’ #2 and #3 have a down locking reel seat and small green EVA fighting butt
- Sanded unpainted blanks with green markings
- Grey round cordura tube

- Fast action
- Slate blue blanks with orange markings
- Novel reel seat design
- Small half wells with a fighting butt

STILLMANIAC
Extremely fast action especially made for stillwater 
fishing. These rods were designed together with our 
competition anglers and will excel with our Stillmaniac 
fly line range.

The 9’9’’ #6 is a fast rod but a touch more sensitive 
than the 10’ #7. This smallest Stillmaniac is made 
especially for fishing closer to the surface with different 
intermediate lines or even the floater.

The 9’9” #7 is a true do-it-all Stillwater rod. Action wise 
it is similar to the 9’9’ #6 which means it bends just a 
tad bit lower in the blank compared to the ultra-fast 
10’ #7.

Both the 10’ #7 and #8 are extremely fast and powerful 
rods. These ten footers are made with long casts and 
deeper sinking lines in mind.

CODE LENGTH LINE PCS WEIGHT
VNY4963 9’6’’ #3  4 69g
VNY4103 10’ #3  4 71g
VNY4104 10’ #4  4 73g
VNY4105 10’ #5  4 78g
VNY41063 10´6” #3  4 TBA
VNY4112 11’ #2  4 82g
VNY4113 11’ #3  4 83g
VNY5114 11’ #4  5 TBA
NEW

CODE LENGTH LINE PCS WEIGHT
VLM4996 9’9’’  #6 4 107g
VLM4997 9’9’’  #7 4 111g
VLM4107 10’  #7 4 114g
VLM4108 10’  #8 4 TBA
NEW
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- Medium fast action
- Four piece rods
- Vivid Yellow blanks with black markings
- Half wells handle in lighter models
- Full wells handle with a fighting butt in the heavier models
- Yellow round cordura tube

HERO
Being a hero on the water doesn’t mean you have to 
break the bank. These affordable medium fast action 
rods have features for beginners as well as serious com-
petition anglers. All of the rods are fine tuned for the 
type of fishing they are most likely used at. Whether you 
want to be a Super Hero on many types of waters, a 
Nymphing Hero or rule on Stillwaters these rods have 
the actions and components for the job.

HERO DH
SWITCH HERO is a true all round switch rod. It excels in bigger trout 
rivers as well as in mid-sized salmon rivers and when rigged up with a 
Hybrid line it is super easy and comfortable to cast.

SALMON HERO If you had to choose one rod for salmon fishing, it would 
be the 13’7” #8 weight. It is handy in smaller rivers but has enough kick 
in the butt to be used even in big rivers and high water conditions. This 
rod handles all type of lines, from a full floater to the fastest sinking.

- Medium fast action
- Light and sensitive
- Four piece rods
- High-modulus low resin Korean graphite
- Black blanks with yellow markings
- Hard chrome single leg guides on Switch
- Hard chrome snake guides on Salmon

XO DH GRAPHENE
XO Graphene double hand rods are the successor to the multiple test 
winner XO DH series. We’ve added graphene to the mix and made 
these rods one step forward in the evolution of our premium DH series. 
Smooth medium fast action enables anglers to use a wide variety of 
techniques and fly lines.

- A natural unsanded and unpainted blank for the best action
- Unique graphene reinforced resin combined with a mix of different carbon fibre
- Novel down-locking precision machined aluminium reel seat design
- Graphene is the strongest tested material in the world
- High quality Portuguese AAAA cork with rubber cork reinforcements
- Patented double leg REC nickel titanium alloy snake guides
- New patented REC Cerecoil nickel titanium stripping and REC snake guides
- Aluminium tube with engraved metal end caps and a cloth bag
- Designed and developed in Finland

CODE LENGTH LINE GRAMS / GRAINS PCS WEIGHT
VXOG4117 11’3’’ #7 23-30 g / Skagit 460 gr 4 154g
VXOG4127 12’8’’ #7 26-34 g / Skagit 520 gr 4 194g
VXOG4138 13’6’’ #8 30-38 g / Skagit 580 gr 4 213g
VXOG4149 14’2’’ #9 34-42 g / Skagit 650 gr 4 241g
VXOG41510 14’8’’ #10 38-46 g / Skagit 710 gr 4 TBA
NEW

CODE MODEL LENGTH LINE PCS WEIGHT
VHE4703 Little Hero 7’3"  #3 4 62g
VHE4804 Dry Hero 8’  #4 4 69g
VHE4905 Super Hero 9’  #5 4 81g
VHE4906 River Hero 9’  #6 4 95g
VHE4907 Coast Hero 9’  #7 4 105g
VHE4967 Long Hero 9’6’’  #7 4 97g
VHE4103 Nymph Hero 10’  #3 4 78g
VHE4104 Nymph Hero 10’  #4 4 80g
VHE41063 Nymph Hero 10’6” #3 4 TBA
VHE4996 Still Hero 9’9’’  #6 4 100g
VHE4107 Still Hero 10’  #7 4 107g
NEW

CODE MODEL LENGTH LINE GRAMS / GRAINS  PCS WEIGHT
VHE4117 Switch 11´2” #7 23-30g / Skagit 460gr 4 161g
VHE4138 Salmon 13´7” #8 30-38g / Skagit 580gr  4 227g
VHE4149 Salmon 14´7” #9 34-42g / Skagit 650gr 4 270g 
NEW
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HERO 911 NEW
SALMON This reel has a similar look to the smaller ones, 
but it has eaten a different brake system. As this reel will 
face bigger fish and harsher conditions, it features more 
powerful and waterproof brake system. The brake itself 
consists again of carbon and stainless steel giving us a 
smooth, reliable and powerful brake. Everything is sealed 
behind O-rings to keep the water and dirt out. The frame 
has a full body rim so you can use thin running lines 
without fear of unwanted jams. The reel’s capacity is big 
enough for heavy Hybrid lines so you can rig this with any 
double hander.

- Large arbour
- CNC machined die cast frame & spool
- Carbon & stainless steel disc brake
- Easy retrieve change

HERO SALMON OUTFIT NEW
A true high-quality ready-to-go double hand set. The Hero Salmon rod is a 4-piece medium fast 
action rod with a non-sanded, painted blank. The reel is our modern die cast Hero reel and the line 
is our Hybrid interchangeable tip flyline with a floating tip and a 15 foot tapered leader. The Hybrid 
line on the set has been chosen so that it is ridiculously easy to cast. There is 150metres of 30lb 
backing on the reel so the set covers most salmon fishing situations and if conditions require, you 
can easily change the tip to a faster sinking one. The set is packed into an easy-to-use protective 
cordura tube with a reel pouch. Available in 13’7” #8 and 14’7” #9 versions.

- Medium fast action four piece Hero Salmon rod
- Non-sanded, painted blanks
- Modern die cast Hero salmon reel
- Hybrid line with a floating tip
- 30lb backing and a tapered 15’ leader
- All pre-spooled and ready for action
- Comes in a cordura tube with a reel pouch

BEING A HERO DOESN’T MEAN YOU HAVE TO SAVE THE GOTHAM CITY OR 
EVEN SING LIKE ENRIQUE IGLESIAS DID IN 2000. THESE OUTFITS ARE MADE 
FOR EVERY ANGLER FROM BEGINNERS TO LEGENDARY EAGLES SO IT WOULD 
BE AS EASY AS POSSIBLE TO BE A HERO FOR EVERYONE OF US.

CODE LINE DIAMETER VOLUME WEIGHT CAPACITY  SPOOL
VHR911 #9-11 114mm 170cm3 270g Hybrid 35g + 200m 36lb Dacspun VHR911-001

CODE LENGTH LINE PCS
VHEK4138 13’7”  #8 4
VHEK4149  14’7”  #9 4
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XO 56 BLACK NEW COLOR
A premium reel requires a world-class brake, plenty of line ca-
pacity, a light but still solid construction and last but definitely 
not least a unique design to clearly separate it from all the 
other reels on the market. Those were our main targets with 
XO fly reels.

Ö 79 NEW SIZE
These are more traditional, mid arbour reels. They are more 
compact in size but still hold good amount of backing with 
modern full-length fly lines. Ö reels are light in weight espe-
cially when compared to their capacity so if you’re looking for 
a light set, this could be your choice for a reel. The fully adjus-
table disc brake is smooth and offers plenty of power. The size 
79 is a great choice for trout spey and switch rods.

XLV STILLMANIAC NEW
XLV SWITCH ran through the anodizing line and came out 
grey with black details. The perfect colour combination for 
our Custom range rods. The Switch is the perfect choice for 
modern switch rods. With its capacity it takes basically any 
switch line, no matter if it is a full line or a shooting head 
system. The full body rim is there for the ones who like thin 
monofilament type running lines and it also adds strength to 
the reel for the moments when you fight big fish. 

The weight of the reel is matched to balance the Switch rods 
of 11’ – 12’6” in length perfectly. The Switch has a proper disc 
brake package, a real large-arbour design and an EVA handle 
which provides a solid grip even in wet conditions. All moving 
parts are greased with SKF’s water resistant bearing grease.

- Large arbour
- Sealed disc brake on 5-6
- Built in counter balance
- SKF bearing grease

EITHER FOR SUNDAY PIKE FISHING OR COMPETITIVE ANGLING ON LAKE 
SESSIONS XLV STILLMANIAC IN #7-8 IS YOUR TRUSTED COMPANION.

3 IN 1 reel case NEW
This multipurpose reel case is made out of soft neoprene 
material and therefore gives good protection for your reels 
and spare spools. The case has 3 segments which keep your 
reels snugly in place. This is also a great case for your shooting 
heads and tips. CODE: VRC31

XO
CODE LINE DIAM. VOLUME CAPACITY  SPOOL
VXOR34 #3-4 85mm 55cm3 WF4 + 50m 20lb backing  VXOR34-001
VXOR56 #5-6 95mm 80cm3 WF6 + 50m 20lb backing  VXOR56-001
VXOR56B #5-6 95mm 80cm3 WF6 + 50m 20lb backing  - -
VXOR78 #7-8 103mm 110cm3 WF8 + 200m 36lb backing  VXOR78-001
VXOR89 #8-9 109mm 114cm3 WF9 + 130m 30lb backing  VXOR89-001
VXOR910 #9-10 109mm 141cm3 Hybrid 25g + 200m 36lb Dacspun  VXOR910-001
VXOR1012 #10-12 114mm 198cm3 Hybrid 43g + 200m 36lb Dacspun   VXOR1012-001
NEW

Ö
CODE LINE DIAMETER VOLUME WEIGHT CAPACITY
VCR46 #4-6 82mm 79cm3 114g WF6 + 50m 20lb backing
VCR68 #6-8 88mm 97cm3 119g WF8 + 150m 20lb backing
VCR79 #7-9 94mm 116cm3 128g Hybrid 19g + 200m 36lb backing
NEW

CODE REEL LINE DIAMETER VOLUME WEIGHT CAPACITY 
VLV56N Nymph #4-5 95mm 57cm3 120g Tane WF4 + 40m 20lb backing 
VLV56ND Nymph & Dry #5-6 105mm 63cm3 131g WF5 + 50m 20lb backing
VLV78S Stillmaniac #7-8 109mm 100cm3  178g WF8 + 130m 20lb backing
VLV78K Kust #7-8 105mm 100cm3 135g WF8 + 130m 20lb backing 
VLV89M Mama #8-9 109mm 114cm3 160g WF9 + 130m 30lb backing
VLV89SG Switch #8-9 109mm 114cm3 160g WF9 + 130m 30lb backing
VLV910L Lohi #9-10 114mm 178cm3 237g Hybrid 25g + 200m 36lb backing
NEW

SPOOL
VLV56N-001
VLV56ND-001
VLV78S-EC
VLV78K-001
VLV89M-001
VLV89SG-001
VLV910L-001
NEW
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FEEL 115 NEW
Feel 115 has a 11.5m head and it is designed as a true all-round fly line. It 
has enough power in the front taper to cast streamers and long leaders 
for dry fly fishing. The running line is white and the head is 2 coloured 
with a brighter green main body for good visibility for the angler and a 
dark olive tip for a stealthy approach on clear waters. The Feel 115 lays 
extremely straight on the surface which ensures great contact and feel 
for the flies. The line has small loops on both ends for attaching backing 
and leader. The line weight is clearly printed on the front loop.

WHEN IT COMES TO FLY LINES WE END UP TALKING 
ABOUT FEELINGS. AND WHEN CASTING A NICE LINE YOU 
FEEL GOOD, RIGHT? THAT’S WHERE THE VISION’S NEW 
FEEL LINE CAME FROM.

NYMPHMANIAC NEW
Nymphmaniac fly line has a unique design that is aimed 
at technical fishing both with nymphs and dries. It has a 
super long and thin front taper which enables efficient Euro 
nymphing even in long distance. Because of the 8 metre light 
and thin front taper with a 6 metre Nymphing Zone™ the 
line won’t sag like a traditional fly line when nymphing. This 
ensures the angler can achieve a perfect drift and maintain 
good contact for detecting strikes. 

GETTING TIRED OF SWITCHING LINES AND SETS DURING 
THE FISHING SESSION? NO NEED FOR IT ANYMORE.

There is enough weight in the back part of the line so you 
can change to dry fly fishing quickly because the line can be 
used as a traditional line. Thanks to the thin and long front 
taper a soft presentation is guaranteed with dry flies. The 
line has extra small loops on both ends for attaching to the 
backing and leader. Phthalate free.

CODE ITEM
VFL3F WF3F 
VFL4F WF4F
VFL5F WF5F
VFL6F WF6F
VFL7F WF7F

CODE ITEM
VNY2F WF2F 
VNY3F WF3F
VNY4F WF4F
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MERI NEW
Meri is a series of lines designed for coastal fishing. It has a 10m 
head and a total length of 33m. The Meri series consists of se-
veral densities of lines to cover all the needs of coastal anglers. 
Float to SloMo tip (3m tip) is perfect for fishing shallow and 
cold water. The SloMo (10m) version is the perfect all-round 
coastal line with its floating running line. Fast Inter is the go-to 
line for deeper banks and fishing from the boat. Fast Inter to 
S3 (4m tip) tip is a great choice for fast retrieve, windy condi-
tions and boat fishing.

- Thin and durable DuraSlim™ coating 
- Low stretch core
- Small loops on both ends
- Clear markings of the line weight on the tip loop

Meri has a thin and durable DuraSlim™ coating. DuraSlim™ 
enables us to manufacture a line with thinner running line 
than before without sacrifising durability. The low stretch core 
helps you to feel the takes and it also transfers casting energy 
far more efficiently than traditional cores. The ready made 
loops on both ends make it easy to attach to the backing and 
leader.  Phthalate free.

ATTACK DT NEW
A traditional double taper line for super sensitive presentation. 
Sky blue colour is visible for fisherman but same time it blends 
agaist the sky in the eyes of fish. It is slick and high floating, 
and dressed with good turnover ability to serve both beginners 
and advanced fishermen. Due to double taper profile this line 
is very accurate, it also casts slower and lands softer, making 
this ideal line for dry fly and small nymph fishing.

TIPPET SPOOL HOLDER NEW
Tippet spool holder holds your tippets in place, allowing the 
spools to rotate for easy use. With the quick clip you can 
attach it easily to your waders, vest or fishing bag. CODE: VTSH

NYMPHMANIAC two tone tippet

Two tone indicator tippet for European style nymphing. Bright 
colors stand out well while fishing . No strike will be left 
undetected with Nymphmaniac Two Tone tippet. Great knot 
strenght for building sighters for European style nymphing 
leaders.

CODE ITEM
VRI6FSI WF6/15g Float to SloMo tip 
VRI7FSI WF7/17g Float to SloMo tip
VRI8FSI WF8/19g Float to SloMo tip

VRI6SI WF6/15g SloMo
VRI7SI WF7/17g SloMo
VRI8SI WF8/19g SloMo

CODE ITEM
VRI7FI WF7/17g Fast Inter
VRI8FI WF8/19g Fast Inter
VRI9FI WF9/21g Fast Inter

VRI7FIS3 WF7/17g Fast Inter to Sink3 tip
VRI8FIS3 WF8/19g Fast Inter to Sink3 tip
VRI9FIS3 WF9/21g Fast Inter to Sink3 tip

CODE ITEM
VCD3F DT3F 
VCD4F DT4F
VCD5F DT5F
VCD6F DT6F

CODE ITEM DIAMETER LENGTH STRENGTH
VNY0 0X 0.28mm 30m TBA
VNY1 1X 0.26mm 30m TBA
VNY2 2X 0.23mm 30m 4.2kg / 9.2lb
VNY3 3X 0.20mm 30m 3.1kg / 6.8lb
VNY4 4X 0.17mm 30m 2.5kg / 5.5lb
VNY5 5X 0.15mm 30m 1.7kg / 3.7lb
VNY6 6X 0.13mm 30m 1.2kg / 2.6lb
NEW
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HOPPER
Affordable great looking waders with high-end 
waders’ functionalities. They feel comfortable due to 
their lightweight construction and material selection. 
The large front pocket provides plenty of space for 
accessories. Incorporates all the normal goodies such 
as matching colour belt and braces, built-in gravel 
guards, drying loops etc.

SMALL SOCK
The proven entry level wader has now smaller sock 
options available. These have socks which fit EU 36 – 
38 size.

- Lightweight 4-layer construction
- Waterproof and breathable F3™ fabric
- Curved NoSeam™ cut for perfect fit
- A large pocket with three sections laminated
 inside with a water resistant YKK® AquaGuard®
 zipper in front
- Matching colour belt and braces
- D-rings & accessory loops
- Traditional flip pocket with a zipper
- Built-in gravel guards
- Neoprene feet with left and right side design
- Drying loops

SCOUT 2.0 STRIP
Scout waders have been highly respected among keen 
fishermen. For the ones who like more simple and lighter 
waders we made the Strip version. We removed the fully 
waterproof zipper and made a simpler, stretchy front 
pocket. Inside the front pocket we added our removable 
Waterproof Pouch. Inside the wader you can still find the 
Scout flip pocket, and as also this is removable you can 
switch the waterproof pouch and flip pocket’s place if 
wanted so. The fit and cut is same as on other Scouts but 
as the aim was to make a lighter wader we made it all the 
way from the lighter upper fabric. Obviously, this lighter 
fabric enhances the high breathability even more. This is 
the active fisherman’s dream wader.

- Latest fabric featuring 37.5® Technology
- Stretchable chest pocket with removable
 waterproof pouch
- Removable multifunctional flip pocket
- Seam optimization secured with our new E-Tape
- Lighter fabric all the way for extra breathability
 and lightness
- Curved NoSeam™ cut for perfect fit
- Matching colour belt and braces
- D-rings and drying loops
- Built-in gravel guards
- Ultimate comfort

NEW SIZES

CODE SIZE RRP
V9630 S - XXL 389
V9630 ML - LL 389
V9630 MK - LK 389
NEW

CODE SIZES RRP
V8701 XS - XXL 199
V8701 SXS - SS Small sock 199

CODE SIZE
V9630 S - XXL
V9630 ML - LL
V9630 MK - LK
NEW
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SCOUT SET NEW
This is a technical and warm under layer set. It is made from a 
mixture of merino wool, bamboo and spandex. Thanks to these 
materials it is highly sweat absorbent, pulling moisture from 
your skin evaporating it or moving it to the next layers. This 
function keeps you dry. The fabric is woven so that it interlocks 
air and thanks to merino wool’s warm charasteristics this is a 
great layer in cooler conditions. As both bamboo and merino 
wool fibres are like silk for softness, this shirt feels super soft. 
Thanks to bamboo’s and merino wool’s antibacterial features 
it keeps you feeling fresher and odour free for longer. Bamboo 
is one of the fastest growing plants in the world making it one 
of the most sustainable sources for textile fibre.
 The merino wool which is used in this garment is mulesing 
free.

- Fabric weight 270g/m2
- 40% merino wool, 56,5% bamboo, 3,5% spandex

SCOUT HOODIE NEW
This technical hoodie features relaxed fit and a hood which can 
be used over a cap. It is made from a mixture of merino wool, 
bamboo and spandex. Thanks to these materials it is highly 
sweat absorbent, pulling moisture from your skin evaporating 
it or moving it to the next layers. This function keeps you 
dry. The fabric is woven so that it interlocks air and thanks 
to merino wool’s warm charasteristics  this is a great layer in 
cooler conditions. As both bamboo and merino wool fibres 
are like silk for softness, this shirt feels super soft. Thanks to 
bamboo’s and merino wool’s antibacterial features it keeps 
you feeling fresher and odour free for longer. Bamboo is one 
of the fastest growing plants in the world making it one of the 
most sustainable sources for textile fibre.
 The Bug treatment keeps the annoying buzzing friends 
away. The anti-mosquito treatment is based on permethrin 
and it lasts on the garment its expected life span. It is not 
harmful for the user and it prevents insect bites through the 
fabric by killing the insect that contacts the fabric.
 The merino wool which is used in this garment is mulesing 
free.

- Fabric weight 270g/m2
- 40% merino wool, 56,5% bamboo, 3,5% spandex

HAVE YOU EVER FELT SO COMFORTABLE?

BAMBOO BUG & UV
This technical hoodie is great on your tropical travel trips. It 
features a relaxed fit and a hood which can be used over a cap. 
It is made from a mixture of bamboo & polyester with a UPF 50 
treatment. Thanks to these materials it is highly sweat absor-
bent, pulling moisture from your skin evaporating it or moving 
it to the next layers. This function keeps you dry. The fabric is 
woven so that it interlocks air and therefore this is a great first 
layer in cooler conditions, but at the same time it keeps you 
cool on hot summer days.

As bamboo fibres are like silk for softness, this shirt feels super 
soft. Thanks to bamboo’s antibacterial features it keeps you 
feeling fresher and odour free for longer. Bamboo is one of the 
fastest growing plants in the world making it one of the most 
sustainable sources for textile fibre.

ZERO SOCKS NEW
These mid height merino blend socks are good for warmer 
weather. Thanks to the Merino wool’s excellent breathability 
and moisture permeability they feel comfortable. Technical 
weaving provides a better fit while wading. The Zero sock has 
a strong Polyamide outer surface for hard usage. The Merino 
wool which is used on these socks is mulesing free.

NEW COLORS

S C O U TS C O U T
MERINO BAMBOOMERINO BAMBOO

CODE COLOR SIZES
V3037 Rust S – XXL
V3038 Olive S – XXL

CODE SIZE
V2074 35 - 38
V2075 39 - 42
V2076 43 - 46

CODE ITEM SIZE
V3039 Scout Hoodie S - XXL
V1123 Scout Set S - XXL
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AQUA DAY PACK
Aqua Day Pack is a totally waterproof backpack for your day 
trip to a fishing destination. It has a thinner and softer material 
than in the original previous generation. It has inner and outer 
mesh pockets for smaller items and an elastic nylon string 
outside. You can easily expand this bag by attaching our Love 
Handles, Mycket Bra or Mini Bra to the shoulder straps’ D-rings. 
Waterproof roll-down closing with quick-release buckles for 
easy use. This bag is waterproof IF AND ONLY IF closed well and 
securely.

AQUA WEEKEND PACK
Aqua Weekend Pack has a waterproof main compartment and 
a big water resistant zipper pocket in front. This backpack is 
perfect for your longer trips to a fishing destination. It is light 
in weight compared to its size and comfortable to carry thanks 
to a sturdy carry system with a waist belt. It has inner and 
outer mesh pockets for smaller items and a big water resistant 
zipper pocket and an elastic nylon string outside. On both 
sides there are mesh pockets and multiple accessory straps 
for your rod tubes, water bottles or other accessories. You can 
easily expand this bag by attaching our Love Handles, Mycket 
Bra or Mini Bra to the shoulder straps’ D-rings. Waterproof 
roll-down closing with quick-release buckles for easy use. This 
bag’s main compartment is waterproof IF AND ONLY IF closed 
well and securely.

AQUA SLING
Aqua Sling gives you freedom to fish. It is totally out of your 
way until you need it and then with just one quick move you 
have full access to two compartment bag. Both compartments 
have inside pocket leafs with zipper pockets for smaller items. 
Main compartments are big enough for water bottles, several 
fly boxes, cameras etc. With YKK®’s highly water resistant 
AquaGuard® zippers it keeps your gear dry even in bad weather.

AQUA HANDLES
A great all-round bag for active fisherman. Enables you to 
have the most needed fly boxes, tippet spools, line clippers 
etc. around your waist for quick use. The  adjustable waist 
belt has small pockets which have in built bottle / accessory 
pockets which you can pull out only when needed, keeping the 
bag sleek and simple otherwise.  The smaller water resistant 
outside pocket keeps your tippet spools and leaders easily 
available. This bag is waterproof IF AND ONLY IF closed well and 
securely.

NEW COLOR

CAPU NEW
Capu jacket has slightly snugger fit from our Caddis jacket. The chest pockets are roomy and the hand warmer 
pockets are cleverly positioned a bit lower so the boxes etc. inside the chest pockets are not on the way when you 
want to rest your hand in the pockets. The hood has quick and easy adjustments for perfect fit even in the worst 
conditions. The neoprene cuffs on wrists keep the water outside if tightened well.

- Waterproof and breathable F4 fabric
- YKK® AquaGuard® VISLON® main zipper
- Strongly curved sleeves with incut cuffs
- Outside chest pockets with YKK AquaGuard® water resistant zippers and D-rings inside the pockets
- Two hand warmer pockets
- Sunglass wipe on a cord clipped in to the D-ring of the left chest pocket
- Oversized collar for hard core weather
- Fully adjustable hood
- Adjustable Velcro wrist cuffs
- Adjustable hem drawstring seals out bad weather

CODE SIZE
V5310P 29 x 12 x 18cm

CODE SIZE
V5312P 30 x 43 x 15cm

CODE SIZE
V5313P 63 x 38 x 33cm

CODE SIZE
V5308P 50 x 29 x 17cm

CODE SIZES
V6435 S – XXL
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PUPA NEW COLOR
The rusty orange Pupa jacket features the fit used in Opas, 
Kust and Lohi jackets so if you are upgrading to a newer mo-
del you’ll find familiar fit. The Pupa jacket has curved sleeves 
for longer casting moves and a roomy hood with 2 – way 
adjustments. The water-resistant zippers are trusty YKKs and 
the main fabric is a nice and soft 3 – layer fabric. The spacious 
chest pockets take a couple of fly boxes each and the inside 
pocket is great for smaller items.

- Waterproof and breathable F4 fabric
- YKK® AquaGuard® VISLON® main zipper
- Strongly curved sleeves with incut cuffs
- Two outside chest pockets with YKK AquaGuard® water resistant zippers and D-rings inside the pockets
- Two hand warmer pockets
- A chest pocket inside the jacket with pass through for headsets
- Sunglass wipe on a cord clipped in to the D-ring of the left chest pocket
- Oversized fleece lined collar for hard core weather
- Fully adjustable hood
- Adjustable Velcro wrist cuffs
- Adjustable hem drawstring seals out bad weather

VECTOR NEW COLOR
This traditional wading jacket has big barrel pockets on chest 
with easy flap openings and one napoleon type pocket next 
to the main zipper. The double storm flap keeps the rain out 
of the zipper and the adjustable wrist cuffs can be tightened 
to keep the water out. The military green colour helps you to 
blend into the background.

- Waterproof & breathable F3.5 fabric
- 3 – layer construction for high breathability & quick drying
- High quality YKK® zippers
- One exterior napoleon pocket with a zipper
- 2 roomy barrel pockets 
- Micro fibre lined hand warmer pockets
- Adjustable hood
- 2 nylon loops for forceps
- Adjustable wrist cuff

SAVE THE NATIVES

STRIPE

STRIPE COLLEGE

RETRO

CODE SIZES
V6434 S – XXL

CODE SIZES
V3780 S – XXXL

CODE MODEL SIZE
V3031 Save S - XXL
V3032 Stripe S - XXL
V3034 Retro S - XXL
V3036 Stripe College S - XXL
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PSYKE NYMPHMANIAC 2.0

NATIVES 6.0

MAASTO 3.0

PSYKE

NALLE FLEECE

NEW NALLE HAT is a warm fleece hat with a comfortable micro 
fleece lining. The hat covers the user’s ears and neck. The 
standard fleece is well breathing and if it happens to get wet it 
dries quickly. One size fits most heads.

NEW NALLE MASK When the weather turns nasty, the Nalle 
mask gives you the best possible cover. It is basically a hood 
with a peak and a face mask and the long collar drops inside 
your jacket, keeping your neck covered. The standard fleece is 
well breathing and if it happens to get wet it dries quickly. One 
size fits most heads.

POLARFLITE
Our Polarflite shades includes a wide collection of frames with 
Actif tri-acetate cellulose lenses. They give 100% protection 
from UVA-, UVB- and UVC light. They effectively block both 
visible light and the light reflected from water surface reducing 
the aligned, partially polarized glare. They are finished with 
hardcoat scratch- resistant surface. These lenses will not absorb 
haze and will stay constant with a low haze value of 0,4%. A 
perfect choice for all-round shades. These standard polarized 
plastic lenses have all the optical qualities needed for fishing. 
They are also very light. The 2by4 is designed to be worn with 
the glasses. Pouch included. Made in France.

SIR PUK

MASA TIPSI

ASLAK

MIRRORFLITE
On top of looking good the Mirrorflite series offers a bit of extra 
protection from the sun with the mirror coating reflecting 
more sun rays away from the user´s eyes.  All Mirrorflite models 
come with a hard protective case. Made in France.

PHOTOFLITE
Photochromic lenses are the best the all-round option and 
work in almost every condition from low light overgrown rivers 
to bright sunshine. Photochromic lenses darken on exposure 
to UV radiation. Photoflite series lenses start very light and 
darken very linearly when UV light is increased.
 NOTE: Photochromic lenses are not a good option for driving 
a car as the UV light does not penetrate the car windshield and 
lenses will not darken in bright sunlight.

CODE MODEL
V5027 Nalle hat
V5028 Nalle mask

CODE MODEL
V2819 Psyke
V2820 Maasto 3.0
V2821 Nymphmaniac 2.0
V2822 Psyke
V2823 Natives

CODE LENSES
VWF99  Brown
VWF100  Yellow

CODE LENSES
VWF94 Brown
VWF95 Yellow
VWF96 Amber
VWF97 Mirrorflite
VWF98 Foto

CODE LENSES
VWF90  Mirrorflite
VWF91  Foto

CODE LENSES
VWF101  Brown
VWF102 Yellow

CODE LENSES
VWF92  Mirrorflite
VWF93 Foto
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NYMPHMANIAC NET NEW
Net with a lightweight aluminum frame, short 21cm handle 
and 40cm deep rubber net. Perfect size for the modern nymph 
and trout fisher. The net has a comfortable green EVA handle. 
Frame size 41cm x 50cm.

MERI NET NEW
Net with a lightweight aluminum frame, short 24cm handle 
and 50cm deep rubber net. Perfect size for big trout on the 
coast or on the rivers. The net has a comfortable blue EVA 
handle. Frame size 41cm x 50cm.

CARRY SYSTEMS
NEW COLOR

CODE ITEM
V9061 Nymphmaniac net
V9062 Meri net

CODE ITEM
V3575O Mega Bra, olive
V3577O Mycket Bra, olive
V3578O Mini Bra, olive
V3579O Love Handles, olive


